Playing for Power: The European Worker Sport Movement and the Seeds of
the American Labour Sports Movement, 1919-1940
James Robinson
“At Vienna, there was a mass spectacle in which thousands upon
thousands of Austrian trade unionists took part. It was staged
in a huge stadium, with at least a quarter million people watching.
I could not get it out of my mind—the mood it created of unity
and hope, the friendship it built.”
—David Dubinsky, long-time Socialist Party member and leader
of the International Ladies Garment Workers’ Union (ILGWU),
1931, on why he decided to throw the union’s weight behind
building Labour Sports.1
“There is a broad sports movement. It depends very much on
the help from public authorities. For instance, it is very expensive
to maintain and establish gymnasiums. So it is natural within the
sports movement, irrespective of politics and of economic and
social connections of the sportlers, the demand for adequate free
sports facilities would get mass support. It is surely much more
valuable that our progressive sportlers are in the broad sports
movement and bring thousands of other sportlers into political
action for free municipal gymnasiums than it is to duplicate the
actions of workers groups and other organizations.”
—Max Bedacht, General Secretary to the Enlarged Meeting of
the National Executive Committee, communist-aligned International Workers Order, Hotel Latham, New York City, October
2nd, 1937.2
From the late 1930s until the early 1950s, a large Labour Sports movement existed
in the United States, especially in unions under the leadership of socialists or communists. It is impossible to understand the Labour Sports Movement outside of
this wider global context because Labour Sports in the United States were directly
linked to the widespread democratic, socialist, working-class Worker Sport movement in Europe, through both individuals and organizations. Worker Sport in Eu9
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rope sought to recentre sports as something to build working-class identity, comradery, and health as opposed to profit-driven, hierarchical, exclusionary sports.
Americans with knowledge of Worker Sport sought to establish similar institutions
in the United States even though the results were ultimately quite different. Labour
Sports was inspired by Worker Sport, and so to understand the Labour Sports movement in the United States, one must begin with the European Worker Sport movement. Organizers of American left-wing sporting events prior to the rise of the
Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) largely sought to create a wing of
Worker Sport in the United States, albeit with limited success until the rise of the
CIO. By the end of the 1930s, hundreds of thousands of working-class people participated in American Labour Sports, these events were held by Socialist and Communist athletic organizers. By the end of the 1940s, the number had risen to the
millions.3
Worker Sport in Europe was a project that sought to create a strong sports
culture centred around socialist politics. The worker sports clubs that dotted Europe
were affiliated with either socialists or communists through the 1920s and 1930s,
establishing a booming working-class counterculture in opposition to bourgeois
sports. The movement’s bases of member density were in Central Europe in Austria,
Germany, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia (especially Finland), but also France, Belgium, and the Netherlands, along with a similar state-run “physical culture” movement in the Soviet Union.4 Worker Sport was divided into competing sports
federations. The largest federation was the Socialist Worker Sport International
(SASI) affiliated with the Socialists/Social Democrat Party, with its leading
spokesperson an Austrian Social Democratic party and militia leader, as well as sobriety societies activist Julius Deutsch. Rivaling the SASI was the smaller Communist-affiliated Red Sport International (RSI), also called the Sportintern (officially
the International Association of Red Sports and Gymnastics Associations), closely
aligned with the Comintern in Moscow, but with large strongholds in German cities
like Berlin and Cologne.5 These two organizations worked in parallel to build socialist, anti-fascist, working-class sports federations. However, they did not cooperate, and instead worked independently of one another through the 1920s and into
the early 1930s.
I will analyze this relationship by looking at the type of clubs that each
federation established and the differences between how the larger SASI and the
smaller RSI operated, while examining the mass events that they organized. Worker
Sport events eclipsed mainstream “bourgeois sports,”6 peaking at the massive Vienna Workers’ Olympics in 1931, before fascists rose to power in the left-wing
strongholds of Austria and Germany. One of the fascists’ first targets for destruction was Worker Sport, which forced the two federations to re-align into an alliance
and cooperate over the next few years as part of the Communist-led anti-fascist
Popular Front movement. With the fall of Czechoslovakia and then the outbreak
of the Second World War in 1939, Worker Sport was largely dismantled and dis-
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banded by the new fascist authorities throughout Europe. However, the seeds of
Worker Sport had already been planted in the United States during the interwar period through cross-Atlantic relationships between socialist organizations and would
eventually bloom as Labour Sports, just as Worker Sport in Europe was being
crushed by fascist repression after the Nazis and other similar fascist movements
came to power across Europe, or were conquered by fascists in the opening stages
of the Second World War.
This article also demonstrates the direct links between Worker Sport in
Europe and American left-wing militants. It was not simply that American radicals
were inspired by reports of European Worker Sport; instead, they experienced
Worker Sport mass events themselves. Documentation of SASI shows that representatives from American athletic delegations attended every international SASI
Worker Sport event from 1925 through at least 1936, as well as several large regional
events. Though small, these delegations point to American athletic delegations’ continued interest in international socialist-oriented events. Communist-aligned athletics
and socialist-aligned athletics mostly worked independently, before joining an unstable alliance during the Popular Front of the later 1930s.
In 1931 the Socialist-dominated ILGWU embraced the vision of Worker
Sport after its leadership attended the Vienna Workers’ Olympics, calling their version Labour Sports. This is the moment Labour Sports began as a distinctive movement in the United States. American left-wing sports activists discovered, through
trial and error, that building an affiliation with the Labour Sports movement through
mass unions, as opposed to political party affiliated clubs, was much more effective
in the United States. At its height, from the late 1930s to the early 1950s, the Labour
Sports movement presented a real alternative to both apolitical and conservative
sports and involved millions of working-class people as participants. It was a key
part of improving the lives of average Americans and helped build an anti-racist,
anti-fascist, working-class counterculture that helped change the United States
through a strong labour movement which brought higher living standards for working class people and the end of racial segregation in sports. This helped kickstart
the Civil Rights movement. Building an alternative sports culture was influenced
and inspired by the European-based Worker Sport movement. At first, leftist sports
organizers made it their mission to build an American wing of the movement. These
left-wing militants would become part of the massive organizing upsurge and
brought their experiences into the CIO. Those militants created a similar yet separate
left-wing sports movement in Labour Sports. They built the Labour Sports movement to spearhead the labour recreational programs movement and win the battle
over how workers would use their free time. Labour Sports were, of all the recreation programs built by unions during this period, easily the most popular of these
programs and the most involved.7
The early efforts of American radicals to organize a left-wing sports culture through the inspiration of Worker Sport. Both in socialist circles and commu-
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nist circles in the United States, attempts to emulate the Worker Sport movements,
both individual clubs and larger federations, proceeded with limited success. American Socialist Party members, Communist Party members, and their respective fellow
travelers organized delegations to travel to SASI and RSI events. As rivals, they generally organized their sports organizations separately and in competition with one
another. Socialist circles attempted to extend the reach of the SASI to socialistaligned clubs, but mostly maintained the networks of ethnic athletic clubs and its
youth organization, the Youth People’s International League. Separately, communist
circles organized the Labour Sports Union more forcefully and directly from 192738 as a national umbrella organization for communist-aligned athletic clubs and
leagues. Although Communist athletics were limited to left-wing enclaves by the
sharp rhetoric of the “Third Period” and its purity politics, they did help create institutional memory for Communist Party organizers on how to organize left-wing
sports.8 Those experiences made Communist-aligned militants the most effective
militant sports organizers in the ensuring Popular Front years as the CIO-affiliated
unions and attached Labour Sports gained ascendency. To summarize, the crosspollination and sometimes rivalries of Socialist and Communist Worker Sport organizers in Europe helped inspire American radical sports organizers to organize
Labour Sports. This manifestation of Labour Sports was to be a working-class, participatory, democratic one which could present real alternatives to sports as a simple
consumer institution for conservative values.
How did Labour Sports in the United States grow to hundreds of thousands of clubs and into the millions? Leftist sports in the United States were exceedingly limited from the late 1920s until the early 1930s, especially in comparison
to Catholic athletic organizations, company sports, or grassroots sports. Socialist
Party strongholds in the needle trade unions, in particular the ILGWU, the first
union to begin operating large athletic programs in the United States, proved to be
a critical link between small leftist athletics and the larger mass working-class sports
participation that enabled militants to use sports to affect mass social change in the
1930s and 1940s, and build a truly anti-racist, anti-fascist working-class sports culture. So how did the Americans build that bridge? To understand how the bridge
was constructed, we must first turn to the popular Worker Sport movement in Europe and then look at how Worker Sport inspired American radicals to implement
what they hoped would be the American wing of the movement.
Worker Sport in Europe
We begin not in the small leftist circles of United States urban immigrant communities, but in the heart of Europe with the European Worker Sport movement.
While the term can be translated a few ways, I choose to go with “Worker Sport”
in the style of the prominent independent writer on the subject, Gabriel Kuhn,
though it is a translation of various languages, including German, Czech, French,
Dutch, Russian, Latvian, and more. It could easily be translated as “Workers’
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Sports,” “Proletarian Sports,” “Labour Sport,” or similar terms. Communists usually
used “Physical Culture” to refer to sporting organizations in the Soviet Union (and
later in other Communist countries), and reserved Worker Sport for organizations
that competed with the Socialists. English translations of the era used variations of
Worker Sport when talking about Europe, but generally referred to leftist sports in
the United States as “Labour Sports,” whether talking about specific leftist, ethnic,
fraternal organizations, party-affiliated front groups or leagues, or union-affiliated
sports. When referring to Worker Sport, I am referring to the SASI and the Communist affiliated RSI. They operated as two rival federations of Worker Sport in
Europe until cooperation began in earnest during the Popular Front era in the latter
half of the 1930s. Though on the ground, individual SASI or RSI clubs differed
little from each other in actual organization, the SASI tended to give more autonomy
to sports clubs to develop anti-authoritarian militant tendencies, while the RSI
tended to have reverence towards the Soviet Union and its symbols and policies,
clearly taking directives from Moscow.9
In this competitive atmosphere of vying for the loyalty of working-class
men and women against not only the newly formed Communist Party but also
against increasingly violent fascist movements, the Socialists proved to have an organizing edge when they established counter-institutions. The original socialist
sports international was formed in 1913 just prior to the First World War in Europe,
and Socialists re-established a leftist sport international out of the older grassroot
socialist clubs for working-class people. The goal of the Socialists was always to
provide access to recreation for those with few resources. These socialist sports
stood in opposition to mainstream amateur sports clubs that demanded high fees.
These socialist sports organizers also criticized the practice in many sports clubs
that saw entire professions, such as factory workers, barred from joining amateur
clubs.10 The SASI was formed by the Socialists to build upon existing socialist affiliated parties throughout Europe and proved to be much more successful at presenting a real working-class counterculture to the existing elitist sports structures
than the communists in Europe.11 SASI grew very quickly, as it brought the various
socialist athletic clubs which had existed prior to the war into one social democratic
aligned sports International to coordinate and build a larger international anti-capitalist sports culture, which allowed them to build sporting events that were conscious of class.12 Partly in response to SASI and partly as an outgrowth of the Soviet
Union’s state-sponsored sports societies, the RSI was established to build a separate
communist sports federation that would compete with social democratic clubs for
the loyalty of working-class people similarly to unions and other popular organizations.13
Worker Sport was diverse and varied in strength across Europe. In Germany during the Weimer years, for instance, SASI Worker Sport clubs had over a
million members, dwarfing the RSI worker sport clubs.14 Austrian Worker Sport
clubs were a basis of political power for the Social Democrats in Vienna, along with
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self-defense paramilitaries and sobriety organizations.15 Czech gymnastic worker
sport groups became the basis of numerous socialist clubs that helped propel the
SASI to widespread popularity in Prague as early as 1919.16 In Amsterdam, on

Fig. 1. Workers Sport Gathering in Vienna, 1926. International Institute for Social
History, Amsterdam. Public Domain.
the other hand, the rising “Water Friends” SASI swimming clubs proved to be enormously popular for working class people who had previously been barred from
swimming clubs.17 At movement’s height, the SASI and the RSI extended their reach
from their Central European strongholds to France, the Netherlands, Britain, Scandinavia, and into the Baltic countries, with strong SASI-affiliated boxing clubs in
Riga, Latvia during its interwar independence.18 While one did not need to be a
committed socialist or communist to join these Worker Sport clubs, the participatory
athletic clubs open to working-class people created a source of power for both
social democratic and communist parties. That power helped swell class consciousness in labour unions, which helped the left-wing grow stronger throughout
Europe.19
Workers’ Olympics
The SASI, in addition to linking these proletarian sports clubs across the continent
and providing both a way to participate in recreational sports and competition for
workers while regularly staging huge regional athletic meets, also sponsored Workers’
Olympics in opposition to the International Olympic Committee (IOC)-directed
official Olympics. Criticizing the IOC Olympics as elitist, conservative in their adherence to national governments, and slow to include women in its events, the SASI
convened three alternative Workers’ Olympics in 1925, 1931, and 1937. These mass
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events were much more participatory and inclusive than the IOC events. For example, two of the SASI’s three events were more popular than the IOC Olympics
that occurred during the same period—both in terms of attendance and athletic
participation. That was mostly because the point was not which nation could win

Fig. 2. Frankfurt Workers Olympics. International Institute of Social History,
Amsterdam. Public Domain.
the most medals, but, instead, to encourage comradery and solidarity as a way of
building international bonds of working-class unity. After an unofficial athletic
meeting in Prague in 1921, the First Workers’ Olympics in Frankfurt, Germany
were a resounding success as thousands of worker-athletes and spectators attended,
which helped propel the SASI as a legitimate alternative sports federation to the
IOC, dedicated to building a more cooperative and accessible sports culture.20 The
SASI organizers established additional regional athletic gatherings—one in 1926 in
Cologne, and another in Prague in 1927.21
The second official Worker Olympics occurred in 1931 in “Red” Vienna,
the centre of power of the Austro-Marxists.22 Vienna proved to be an excellent
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choice as a host city, for it was a major centre of working-class power in Central
Europe, and manifested itself into a feisty, anti-capitalist, radical mass counterculture
on the ground, with a multitude of workers’ clubs that wanted to create a new world
of total equality and democracy from a united working-class movement.23 The 1931
Worker Olympics were the high water mark for Worker Sport, attracting 100,000
athletes and 250,000 spectators—much larger numbers than the 1932 Los Angeles
IOC Olympics with 1408 athletes and 100,000 spectators.24 Delegations from across
Europe and beyond attended mass spectacles of handball, soccer, gymnastics, track,
and more.25 To the casual observer, it seemed that Worker Sport and its socialist affiliates, backed by a militant labour movement in Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia, would likely cement itself as the dominant social order and dismantle
capitalist institutions of exclusion, particularly in recreational sports.26 A participatory socialist alternative to the Soviet Union was being realized on the ground because of events like these, pulling the social democratic leadership of affiliated
parties along rather than being dictated from the top-down. With ten years of successful counterinstitution building, Worker Sport seemed like the future to both
leftists and intellectuals of sport.27

Fig. 3. 1931 Vienna Workers’ Olympics. International Institute of Social History,
Amsterdam. Public Domain.
Of course, Worker Sport was not a united movement. The communistaffiliated RSI were organized as a rival to the SASI in 1921. While at first not under
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Moscow’s control, within a few years the RSI was closely tied to the Soviet Union
and the Comintern. Never as large as the SASI, the RSI (Sportintern and Comintern) did manage to build a sizeable presence outside the Soviet Union. In the
Soviet Union, a large sports infrastructure was founded on widespread participation—the famous Dynamo physical sporting club even had ties to the Soviet secret
police. Elsewhere, Czech Communists set up scouting organizations for youth, and
French Communists set up bicycling clubs.28 Additionally, at the height of the Third
Period (1927-34), two summer “Spartakiad”29 games were staged that welcomed
Communists from all over the world, the first in 1928 in Moscow and the second
in the German Communist stronghold of Berlin in 1931.30 RSI sought to build separate worker events from both the conservative IOC Olympics and the SASI Workers’ Olympics.31 The literature of the RSI was translated into multiple languages
across Europe, and physical trainers were brought to Moscow to be taught how to
build their version of Worker Sport. Though the Soviet Union itself was largely internationally isolated in the 1920s and often even teams from outside the Soviet
Union had trouble obtaining documentation to travel to the Soviet Union for games,
their attempts at building a “socialist sport” continued, aimed at access rather than
hard competition, which continued through the New Economic Era of the Soviet
Union.32

Fig. 4. Anti-fascist Austrian Worker Sport Publication. International Institute of
Social History, Amsterdam. Public Domain.
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Repression of Worker Sport
Unfortunately, both leftist sporting federations were targeted by the fascists and
Nazis in Germany and Austria during the 1930s. Partly in reaction to the rise of
worker power and anti-communist sentiment by the rural middle class, fascist movements often battled with both Social Democrats and Communist paramilitaries
founded in sports clubs. However, even though their members on the ground
sounded warnings as loudly as they could about the growing fascist menace that
sought to destroy the institutions they had spent decades building, the Social Democrats were slow to act, and the Communists refused to cooperate with any noncommunist leftists organizations.33 When the Nazis rose to power in 1933 in
Germany, one of their first acts was to disband the SASI worker sport organizations,
sending the leaders to concentration camps and banning most of the membership
from joining athletic organizations.34 The Nazis believed that if there was going to
be armed resistance to their rule, one of the centres of resistance would be the
Worker Sport clubs because nearly one million people belonged to member clubs.
To the Nazis, it was necessary to consolidate their rule by quickly moving against
the German SASI and RSI clubs.35
The Nazis’ move against German Worker Sport was part of their efforts
to defang their opponents. As we can see in Austria, the militant SASI worker sport
clubs were indeed enmeshed with sobriety clubs that explicitly encouraged the development of anti-fascist militias. Only in 1933, as the fascists and Nazis in Austria
were emboldened by Italy to the south and Germany to the north, with streams of
German political refugees trickling into Austria, did the danger become clear to
SASI leadership in Red Vienna, the site only a few years prior to the mass celebration
of Worker Sport counterculture. The Austromarxist militias readied themselves for
the coming battle over the course of 1933, loudly proclaiming the need for the
working class to unite against the fascist onslaught that had just enveloped
Germany.36 In order to defend themselves, sports clubs now took to arms to defend
the Socialism they had built in Red Vienna.37
In 1934, as the Social Democratic leadership of Austria fell into crisis, the
SASI militant clubs mobilized into fighting formation. Led by Julius Deutsch, the
longtime organizer and President of the SASI, the Austrian anti-fascists fought bitterly for control of Austria before being overwhelmed. As in Germany, to defang
the Socialist labour movement of Red Vienna and paint it with the new Austrofascist colours, leaders of the Social Democrats and Communists were arrested. In
rural parts of Austria, Austrian Nazis were also arrested, since they were opponents
of a fascist Austria even as an independent nation.38 The Austrian and German
Worker Sport organizations continued to operate in exile, out of Prague, where
they published German-language Worker Sport newspapers tied explicitly to the
anti-fascist struggle as a beacon of hope to their supporters now living under fascist
rule. Czech SASI comrades took in their exiled colleagues and together they continued organizing Worker Sport athletic events in Czechoslovakia.39
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Julius Deutsch began his exile in Prague. But as a Jewish Austrian, he again
fled before the Nazi takeover in 1938-39, first to France until its 1940 defeat in the
Second World War, and then to the United States for the duration of the war.
Worker Sport continued even as its membership dwindled in the late 1930s, giving
the now-rising Labour Sports movement in the United States both inspiration and
potential models for organizing similar clubs in the US. Even during the repression
of Worker Sport in Europe, links between the two movements were maintained
during both the cancelled People’s Olympics in Barcelona in 1936, and the Worker
Olympics in Antwerp in 1937. Worker Sport in Europe would not die without inspiring the anti-racist, anti-fascist working-class sports culture in the United States,
both through official communications and the exchange of athletes through the
Second International and the Comintern.
Even as these catastrophes occurred, the Communists were slow to deviate
from their Third Period position against working with Socialists and Social Democrats. Popular mobilization did not occur even as Germany and Austria fell to the
Nazis, where most social democratic and communist party members were sentenced
to concentration camps, summary execution, or exile. Even as this transpired, the
RSI was busy writing manifestos condemning the SASI for their defeat in both
countries and arguing that only the RSI could effectively mobilize workers to fight
the fascists.40 By the end of 1934, however, the Comintern were beginning to reverse
the party line. In 1935, this new party line took shape as the Popular Front, which
ceased inflammatory attacks on leftist rivals and began seeking alliances with leftists,
liberals, and sometimes even conservatives as long as they were anti-fascist and
could work amicably with Communists. Quickly, two Popular Front governments
formed from leftist alliances that came to power in France and Spain where the
Worker Sport movement found temporary refuge. The RSI followed the Comintern’s Popular Front party line in 1935 and initiated efforts to cooperate with the
SASI. Finally, the remnants of the SASI and the RSI worked in concert to build a
third Workers’ Olympics, though maintaining their independent organizations. In
1935, they called for the next Worker Sport mass gathering in Antwerp in 1937, as
the remaining Worker Sport movement was now concentrated in France, the
Netherlands, and Scandinavia, though still with a strong Czech worker-sport-affiliated gymnastics presence.
Americans in Worker Sport
Despite the high cost of travel and the distance between North America and Europe, American athletes regularly attended Worker Sport mass gatherings, which
was a key influence on the later United States-based Labour Sports.41 Socialist Party
of America-affiliated delegations appeared at nearly every SASI mass event in the
1920s and 1930s. In addition, various diaspora communities in the United States
maintained their leftist contacts in Europe, exchanging ideas and people. Though
the United States government ended most legal European immigration in 1921,
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contact between radical communities on both sides of the Atlantic was maintained.
The Socialist Party of America regularly sent delegates to the Socialist/Social Democratic Second International and its successors during the interwar period.42 Because
party members also operated socialist ethnic athletic clubs throughout North America, when the Worker Sport movement became solidified in Europe, the Socialist
Party of America could draw on those diasporas to send athletes across the ocean.
The American athletic delegations were much smaller than other national
delegations at SASI mass events. The reasons for those small delegations came
down to the cost and length of traveling to Europe when airfare was still relatively
inaccessible to working-class people. Additionally, the simple fact that the American
left in general was less organized and weaker than the European Left helps to account for this small presence.43 However, the fact that the Americans attended these
monstrous gatherings for proletarian sports meant that not only did some American
athletic organizers not only hear about the potentials of Worker Sport, but also experienced it first-hand for themselves. For the sports-obsessed United States, socialist organizers saw the boundless potential of Worker Sport in an American
context, if the right organization could put it into practice there. And indeed, as
Worker Sport was drowned by the rapidly rising fascist tide in Europe in the 1930s,
Labour Sports—which had been inspired by Worker Sport—grew to become a
mass movement in the United States.
American Socialists were comfortable with returning to Europe because
many who traveled to Socialist International meetings in the 1920s were themselves
immigrants. However, this travel and the informal affiliations are difficult to track.
Though the official SASI membership rolls always listed American total strength
in the hundreds, as opposed to hundreds of thousands, even millions of members
in European countries, American involvement was likely underestimated because
many were involved in micro–Worker Sport movements in the United States in the
1920s.44 That is, many of the ethnic socialist athletic clubs in the United States did
not formally affiliate with the party or the international body but maintained a sort
of “fellow traveler” culture in either socialist or communist circles, which is more
difficult to track than formal affiliation.45 Most SASI documents on the United
States report simply on New York City socialist clubs, ignoring the existence of
workers’ athletics outside the city where concrete numbers are not available. This
was probably because SASI’s main point of contact with the United States was
through individual New York Socialist Party immigrants, who themselves could not
arrive at an exact total number of radical left athletic organizations operating in
the United States.46 When Labour Sports began rapidly expanding with the growth
of the US labour movement in the early years of the New Deal around 1933-35,
and then explosively growing with the CIO organizing drives of 1936-40, it followed
the same pattern. Instead of being affiliated with political parties or an international
organization, as in Europe, Labour Sports would instead identify with their particular union within the CIO’s hodgepodge of Socialist, Communist, Catholic, and
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conservative trade unionists—this mixture often differed depending on the union
and even the locals within CIO unions.
International links between Communists are a bit easier to track than those
of Socialists, given the hierarchical nature of both Communist Party structures and
the Comintern. The Labor Sports Union (LSU), founded in 1927, was intended to
be the RSI section in the United States, with the project of building a Communist
Worker Sport in the United States. It operated as the national umbrella organization
for Communist sports clubs and leagues throughout the United States, divided by
districts. The organization was responsible for hosting regional and national gatherings and tournaments, and the districts would set up leagues of affiliated clubs in
sports with the most participation and support (most often soccer).47 The LSU was
limited in the United States by the bombastic Third Period rhetoric, though it did
manage to build a fair number of communist-linked athletic and sports clubs.48 In
1928, the LSU circulated a pamphlet that outlined its founding principles. In this
pamphlet, regular rhetoric used in the Third Period and the Labor Sports Union
reveals that where everyone that did not support the Communists were considered
supporters of capitalism:
At the present time sports and athletics in the United States
are characterized by the fact that the bosses strive to destroy
the workers sports movement and to put it in the services of
their own class interests what, in a considerable extent, has
already been achieved by them. In putting the sports under
their control and domination the bosses strive to influence
and control the minds of the workers in general and working
youth in particular in the furtherance of their interests.49
The first documentation of American delegates in attendance at a Worker
Sport event appears as early as the 1925 Frankfurt Worker Olympics, the first such
event organized by the SASI. Amongst images of various teams marching, some with
club banners and some with flags, photographs depict American delegates carrying a
flag and a banner that identified themselves.50
In 1926, at the meet which took place at the leftist stronghold of Cologne,
an American team of gymnasts attended the event amongst a sea of their European
comrades.51 A larger American delegation attended the SASI athletic meeting in Prague
in 1927, carrying the American flag as well as the banner of the Falcons, the Socialist
Youth club.52 They participated in the opening ceremonies and appeared in a few foot
races amongst the thousands of other participants.53 In 1932 in Chicago, American Communists organized a somewhat poorly put together Counter-Olympics to the mainstream
Los Angeles Olympics, which gave red sports organizers valuable lessons for the future,
such as how to appeal to a broader audience, and what kind of organizing work needed
to be done to truly get Labour Sports off the ground from a small sectarian desert.54
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Fig. 5. American Delegation at the Prague Worker Sport Meeting. International
Institute of Social History, Amsterdam. Public Domain.
In what was supposed to be a show of force for the Labor Sports Union’s
mobilization power, the organization staged their answer to the bourgeois 1932 Los
Angeles Olympics with the Counter-Olympics in Chicago. The Counter-Olympics,
officially called the “International Workers Olympics,” staged street runs to draw
crowds and drew a fair amount of public notice despite the Amateur Athletic Union
barring any affiliated athlete from participating. While the LSU hoped to use the
event to attract masses of working-class people to the organization, it only managed
to attract a total membership of 5000 by the end of the year. While an impressive
event with 400 athletes in attendance, including 100 Black athletes, and nearly 5000
fans watching, it was not nearly as large as the Communist organizers hoped and
did not overshadow the Los Angeles Olympics, nor did it mean that the LSU would
suddenly grow out of its Third Period isolation. While the LSU hoped it would become a force in American sports and, by extension, help the party’s influence grow
in the labour movement, the fact that the most popular sport in the LSU was still
soccer suggests that it was mostly gaining traction in older immigrant communities
as opposed to the masses of American workers.55
The Next Generation: Socialist and Communist Youth Sports
The Norman Thomas campaign inspired rapid growth in the Socialist Party.56 However, the organization was divided between its old-guard labour union leadership
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that focused on electoralism and bread-and-butter issues, especially in the garment
unions, and its youth wing in the Young People’s Socialist League (YPSL), which
favoured militant direct action and organization building through social relationships
forged in theater, dances, singing groups, and sports. The YPSL grew rapidly along
with the SP from the late 1920s through the late 1930s, incorporating sports into
almost all of their social functions and mass gatherings, and recommending sports
as a way to attract new members in their literature.57 The YPSL realized that it was
not enough to simply join pickets and hold lectures and reading groups, but maintaining that being a member of a socialist organization should be fun.
The Great Depression invigorated YPSL the with new membership as
there was a commonly-held belief that the stock market crash and national banking
failures signaled the end of capitalism. As the Socialist Party rebounded with its relatively moderate and thoroughly American organization—as opposed to the sectarian Third Period Communists—the YPSL organized chapters all over Northern
and Midwestern American cities. Lacking facilities of their own, YPSL relied on
other organizations within Socialist Party circles, such as ethnic fraternal organizations or union halls, to host their dances or basketball games.58 In order to compete
with the reactionary Boy Scouts, they began a Red Falcons organization, which was
intended to be a socialist Boy Scouts, with sports listed as one of their main activities.59 In YPSL’s internal organization memos, they regularly listed athletics as one
of the main sources of interest amongst its membership.60 While the YPSL never
organized their own leagues and seemed to mainly play athletics in a pickup fashion
without set teams, sports had definitely come to play a key role in the lexicon of
youth organizing.
By 1931, the YPSL had grown large enough to host national gatherings,
including in the Socialist Party administration of Reading, PA.61 From July 12 to 13
1931, they hosted a national conference and “jamboree” where they interspersed
discussions and speakers on education, anti-war activism, and labour with recreation
like dances, fish-fries, barbecues, singing, and athletics. In fact, organizers reserved
July 13, entirely for fun, which allowed attendees to play two baseball games.62 In
the first game, the New York and Milwaukee YPSL branches played against each
other before playing against the Reading’s Socialist Party’s baseball team. The Reading Socialist team itself was established in order to facilitate public use of athletic
fields run by the city, and would later compete in a Socialist-run league. Building
upon the success of the jamboree, YPSL hosted an International Socialist Youth
Day for specific Workers Gymnastics clubs from around the city on October 3,
1931 in New York City.63 They further advertised Socialist-run youth camps.64 Even
as late as 1940, when the Socialist Party as an organization was falling apart, the
YPSL was still making athletics as an organizational priority for basic recruitment
and recreation:
The playgrounds and recreational centers represent a most
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important section for agitation and contact work—more so
because of the closing of other channels. The sandlot leagues
organized in such sports as baseball, basketball and football
represent a large reservoir of militant youth. The formation
of YPSL teams not only serves the purpose of intimate contact with large bodies of youth on the basis of common interests but also provides invaluable exercise for the health of
our members. Such teams must be organized immediately so
we may reap the benefits of such contact work in the short
period left us.65

However, the Communists had some built-in advantages. There was a natural feeling
of being on the correct side of history, the inevitability of the Soviet systems triumph, and the general ignorance of the horrors of Stalinist terror by the rank-andfile party members.66 For those looking to act in response to the failures of
capitalism evident during the Great Depression, it would be easy to get involved in
an organization which was already very active in tenant eviction battles, labour
unions, and at the forefront of early fights against Jim Crow in the United States.
For many new recruits, this was the difference between a victim and a fighter. In
major urban environments like New York City or Chicago, Communists could
achieve critical mass where they could affect social change, even as an organization
which at its height had only 75,000 members nationwide, again largely concentrated
in major cities.67
By 1927, the Communists had embraced the idea that recreation should
now be incorporated into their programs, expanding beyond the Wobbly songs, to
include sports. For instance, at the July-August 1927 Winlock School for Young
Workers in Washington State athletics were considered integral to recruiting young
people into the party fold by the Young Workers League, the youth wing of the
Communist Party. It was noted in the Winlock School yearbook by the organizers
that the Finnish Federation of the Pacific Northwest included athletics and therefore so should the Communist youth organizations. As such, during the summer
school, organizers planned baseball and boxing. However, these plans were poorly
executed, which limited official events to pole-vaulting and jumping, while boxing
was reduced to friendly fist fights. It was understood that youth organizations of
the Communists needed to always have athletic committees for both recruitment
and building comradery, an idea which finally bloomed in the Popular Front era
across Communist-led organizations.68
Labour Sports would quickly thrive in this now active culture of big-tent
anti-fascism of leftists and liberals. One question remains: how did the Popular
Front alliance produce such a cohesive model for Labour Sports so quickly, when
it had been limited and unorganized, what was supposed to be an American wing
of Worker Sport? One of the long-time strongholds of the Socialist Party, the In-
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ternational Ladies Garment Workers Union (ILGWU), embraced Labour Sports
and built an envious recreation department with athletics and theater as its signature
programs. Emerging from brutal labour union civil wars in the 1920s, leaders of
the ILGWU attended the 1931 Workers’ Olympics in Vienna, a result of their relationship with prominent Socialists from their international contacts. They set
about using the union’s resources to engage with sports at the same time that the
organization of mass labour movements entered a new period of possibilities, in
which their union’s Labour Sports program provided a bridge between sectarian
isolated left-wing sports and the mass Labour Sports movement of the CIO.
Importantly, an American delegation attended and participated in the massive Vienna Workers Olympics in 1931. The Vienna Workers outstripped the Los
Angeles Olympics in popularity and attendance. Moreover, longtime Socialist and
rising leader of the International Ladies’ Garment Workers’ Union David Dubinsky
was not only in attendance but came away impressed by how the games appealed
to the masses. He ordered the ILGWU to ramp up its athletic programs. This order
constituted the direct pollination of Worker Sport in Europe to Labour Sports in
the United States, encouraging the growth of small Socialist and Communist sports
organizations in the United States. During the Popular Front Years, American delegations included both Communist and Socialist athletes. One such American delegation witnessed the fatal wound to the Worker Sport movement. In 1936
Barcelona, the People’s Olympics turned out to be one of the last anti-fascist international sports games.
Earl Browder, the longtime leader of the Communist Party of America
during the Third Period, Popular Front, and World War II, estimated that of the
49,000 recruits from 1930 through 1934, the CP only retained a third of its members.69 Such a high attrition level meant that only the most dedicated activists were
able to stay involved, often within the same neighbourhoods. CP members would
have intermingling social lives. Their children would play together and, despite the
efforts of the Party to establish workplace branches, most gravitated to neighbourhood branches as social institutions.70 Many activists were never able to leave the
Communist Party because their entire life revolved around the party. Dissent from
Party leadership was not tolerated, as discipline against Party enemies (whether they
be Capitalists, Fascists, or rival left groups) was valued above all else:

The party’s internal structure included no effective institutional channels for reevaluation. Public dissent was regarded as a breach of discipline punishable by expulsion;
private dissent could brand a member as unreliable, or
bring charges of factionalism, also punishable by expulsion… There was one other deterrent to any kind of honest reevaluation of recent policies: any criticism of the
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party’s political line would logically extend to criticism of
the Comintern and the Soviet leadership, a step that remained unthinkable for most Communists....71
Witness to a Fascist Insurrection: The American Delegation to the People’s
Olympics in Barcelona, 1936
The SASI and RSI tried to counter the now large stage that the Nazis had procured
with the looming 1936 Berlin Olympics. At first the organizations concentrated on
pressuring the IOC to cancel the Berlin Olympics in Nazi Germany. When that
failed, the SASI and RSI called for protest games, and organized an attempt to have
the People’s Olympics in Barcelona, Spain. The Worker Sport organizations were
able to assemble an impressive array of anti-fascist athletes. Yet it became obvious
by June 1936 that their goal of cancelling the Nazi Olympics would fail. The newly
elected Popular Front government in Spain offered an other option: an alternative
international anti-fascist sports event to be organized by what was left of the SASI
and the RSI.72 Quickly, the other newly elected European Popular Front government
in France announced it would offer 1,500 athletes, 500,000 francs, and endorsements
from the Socialist Prime Minister Leon Blum, which would allow the “People’s
Olympics” to occur the third such socialist Olympiad was announced. These games
were scheduled for July 19-26 in Barcelona.73
Meanwhile, American activists organized the Committee for Fair Play in
Sports as an early Popular Front organization that brought together both Communist Party activists from the Labor Sports Union and Socialist Party activists from
the ILGWU in New York City.74 Formerly bitter rivals, the two organizations were
temporarily cooperating to counter the fascist winds that had blown over much of
Central Europe and now threatened Spain, China, and Ethiopia.75 The Committee
for Fair Play’s main goal was to oppose the Nazi-hosted Berlin Olympics and, if
possible, pressure the IOC to move the Olympics elsewhere or cancel them altogether.76
There was some hesitation amongst the Committee over its ability to field
such a collection of athletes. After some debate, the Committee decided to recruit
a team at a meeting on June 25, 1936.77 A special Committee for Barcelona People’s
Olympiad was formed and assembled a team of athletes from both the Communist
and Socialist athletic worlds, plus two athletes who were sympathetic to the burgeoning labour sports movement and anti-Nazi organizing.78
As the American athletes toured the facilities of the Olympics, they marveled at Montjuieh Stadium. The stadium was the largest to hold the People’s
Olympics, seating 72,000 people, much greater than the Vienna People’s Olympics
of 1931, even though the total athletic participation was smaller because of both
the hastiness of the organizing and the loss of many German and Austrian comrades to the SASI and RSI.79 Labor Sports Union track champion Myron Dickes
summed up the delegation’s thoughts: “We were bound by a common spirit, a belief
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in workers’ sport.”80 As foreign athletes flooded into Barcelona, mixing with the
working-class militias and unions, they did notice some tension in the air, wondering
whether opponents of the new government would seek to disrupt the events.81 The
presence of participants in the stadium led to an amazing sensation of fraternal internationalism, and strengthened the display of unity of the games. The spirit of
the event was intended to build understanding and international solidarity against
fascism, especially because Hitler planned to use the Berlin Olympics as a propaganda tool for his regime.82 Alas, it was not to be. On the day that the People’s
Olympiad was to begin, military units stationed in the city joined in revolt against
the Popular Front government and began attacking union halls and workers’ militias
throughout Barcelona.83 Though fascist supporters were eventually suppressed during the first few days of the conflict, by the end of July, as it devolved from a coup
attempt into a full-blown civil war, the nationalists controlled a third of Spain. In
those first few days, the American delegation was witness to a revolution. Bernard
Danchik recalled in his notes:
Sunday [July 19th]—COMES THE REVOLUTION—We
leave the hotel to get provisions for the 100 and some kids
we have in the place. Rifle and pistol fire, stuttering machine
guns, bombing and shelling. They don’t do anything by halves
here. We are locked in our hotel and every time we shove our
heads out the windows, we are shot at.84
The American athletes were shocked by the suddenness of the fascist attack. Upon
waking up to the noise of explosions, ILGWU sprinter and basketball star Dot
Tucker thought she heard celebratory fireworks to mark the beginning of the People’s Olympics.85
Later, the athletes recalled heavily armed military units were fighting
against working-class militias using nothing but rifles and hastily constructed barricades. Yet, the sheer number of organized workers pushed back the fascist rebels,
forcing them to retreat into the safety of churches, since the clergy supported nationalists against the Republic. The choir boys staying in their hotel began singing
songs to encourage the worker militias as the fighting engulfed the city.86 Later, the
right-wing Hearst Press accused American athletes of fighting alongside workers
against the rebel military. However, the only participants were Myron Dickes, Dot
Tucker, and perhaps Danchik himself, who helped workers assemble a barricade at
one point.87 The three went into the streets almost immediately:
Intent on getting out, they threatened to leave by way of window, if withheld. Finally, the proprietor gave in, but warned
them that their venture would be at their own risk. Walking
down the street at early dawn, they saw the Spanish civilians,
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collars open, sleeves rolled up, feverishly uprooting the pavement, hurriedly making barricades. Before they knew it, he
continues, the boys found themselves with picks and shovels,
and told to dig. Working on a stagger system—that is working
until your hands bled and blistered, and your fingers bruised
before you handed over your crow-bar over [SIC] to another
worker—they quickly piled up cobbles until a fortress was
built. Later in the afternoon, when there was a lull in the fighting, they slipped back to the hotel.88

As he recounted on a speaking tour later in the summer, Danchik noted the following:
On our way two of our boys helped to build a street barricade, he related last night. Behind these barricades, wives
fought alongside of husbands, even young girls between the
ages of 21 and 24 took part in the fighting. It was a loyal army
and a workers’ army without uniforms but ready for the fray.
During the first day, Danchik estimated that about 300 were
killed and from 500 to 600 injured. The second day’s toll was
less, and by the third day the loyal troops had things ‘well in
hand.’89
They noted that beyond burning churches full of snipers down, there was no looting.90 In fact, quite the opposite. In Barcelona, one of the poorest cities in the world
at the time, workers torched piles of currency. The American athletes witnessed a
break from the old order and the beginning of a true revolution when they beat
back the revolt of the military during those first few days.91 The People’s Olympics
were at first delayed, seeing a “March of Nations” rally with thousands of athletes
in support of the Catalonian government’s efforts to push back fascists. Danchik
remarked that the beautiful city they had arrived in less than a week prior had been
largely ruined, with planes filling the sky and machine gun fire all around them. The
delegation was largely confined to Hotel Europa, and they found out that 3,000 had
perished since the fighting began.92 After a French team was attacked, the Spanish
government decided that it was no longer safe for their guests, and so the
“Olmpipopular” was cancelled, and the athletes were asked to leave the country.93
The American team left on July 24, though Julien Raoul separated himself
from the rest of the team because, as a French citizen, he decided not to return
through France for fear of being conscripted into military duty. Therefore, he was
trapped for a few more days until the USS Oklahoma collected American citizens
still in Spain.94 Frank Peyton later remarked, “We didn’t leave as refugees. We left as
visitors who had been splendidly treated by a people engaged in a life and death
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struggle for its liberty. We left conscious we had witnessed one of the great events
in world history.”95 The members of the American delegation to the aborted People’s Olympics would go on to have varied lives following the experience. Charlie
Burley, a Black professional boxer, who despite white fighters refusing to fight him
for much of his career, went on to have a stunning career and was inducted into
the Boxing Hall of Fame in 1983, making Ring Magazine’s list of the 100 greatest
punchers of all time.96 Julien Raoul would later participate in the 1937 Los Angeles
Six Day races, nicknamed “The Red Devil.”97 Dot Tucker remained involved in
Labour Sports at least until 1937, when a follow-up People’s Olympics was held in
Antwerp, stating, “Labour sports are a great thing. I’m looking forward to Antwerp
this summer. You know, it’s a wonderful thing, the way thousands of people come
out to watch these trade union runners. Athletics are certainly making the public
‘worker conscious.’”98 One member of the delegation, City College of NYC
wrestling coach Alfred Chakin, traveled to Spain in 1937 as part of the International
Brigades instead of returning to coaching. He was captured in March 1938 and
summarily executed by fascist forces.99
Conclusion
The Nazi Olympics did not proceed without protest, despite the cancellation of
the Barcelona protest games and the original demands to cancel the Nazi Olympics
failing. The Jewish Labor Committee, consisting mostly of Socialist-aligned Needle-trade unionists, organized a protest athletic meet. The World Labor Athletic
Carnival, another counter-event to the Nazi Olympics planned in New York City,
had been planned prior to the hasty assembling of the American delegation to
Barcelona. With the cancelation of the Olympiad in Barcelona where most antifascist athletics had concentrated their attention, the carnival became the only
protest games worldwide that did take place. In order to draw attention further away
from the Nazi’s closing ceremonies in Berlin, the Carnival occurred on August 15
and 16, 1936, the last two days of the Berlin Olympics. With 700 American athletes
in attendance, mostly from the garment industry unions, and thousands of fans,
the Carnival showed that the roots of anti-fascist athletic culture had taken hold,
though it had moved into unions away from ethnic clubs and leftist sects.100
The Antwerp Workers’ Olympiad proceeded in 1937, but it was clear that
Worker Sport participation was gravely wounded by the defeats in Central Europe
and the ongoing Spanish Civil War, which many of the athletes were now participating in as soldiers in the International Brigades. The organizational strength of
the Worker Sport, moreover, was nearly half of what it had demonstrated at the
Vienna Workers’ Olympics in 1931. It was solemnly noted in the program at
Antwerp that the cities in which the first two Workers’ Olympics took place, Frankfurt and Vienna, were now under fascist rule and repression. The program noted
the need for solidarity with their Spanish comrades in a desperate struggle to defend
the revolutionary gains against the fascist-military alliance. Julius Deutsch, still the
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respected voice of the SASI, spoke of the need for socialist athletes to be disciplined
and sober in the battles against fascism:
The labour-sportsman, as a soldier for socialism, as a champion for freedom and peace, requires above all the inner
strength which is necessary to be able to endure the difficult
conflicts of our time. Lucidity and temperance, discipline and
presence of mind, enthusiasm, and sacrificing devotion—
these are the elements from which the efficiency of Socialism
is formed.101
As the war progressed, fascism repressed the last seeds of Worker Sport
in Europe, rolling back a once potent working-class counterculture. Worker-athletes
were expected to obey the new fascist states and would be sent to concentration
camps, executed, or join resistance cells during the war.102 The project of Worker
Sport in the RSI was abandoned by the Soviet Union after the war. Instead, the RSI
pursued competition in international games, such as the Olympics, rather than attempt to build alternative radical institutions. The SASI was re-founded by some
of the survivors of the war as a depoliticized amateur sporting federation in order
to avoid repression during the Cold War. Interestingly, the reconfigured SASI actually survives to this day in the social democracies of Europe—though with none
of its rhetorical working-class militancy.103 Surprisingly, the fertile fields that had
produced Worker Sport sowed some of its seeds elsewhere that germinated in a
surprising place after its demise: the United States.104
In fact, by the end of the 1930s, hundreds of thousands of working-class
people participated in American Labour Sports with mainly Socialist and Communist athletic organizers. By the end of the 1940s, the number of Labour Sports participants increased to millions of working-class people. This drastic increase was
the result of the years of work prior to the explosion of the working-class movements and labour battles of the late 1930s. Leftist sports were limited from the late
1920s until the 1930s, relatively speaking, especially in comparison to Catholic athletic organizations, company sports, or localized grassroots sports. To understand
how Labour Sports grew so rapidly, one needs to look back at the role of the Socialist Party strongholds in the needle trade unions. The biggest garment union and
first union to begin operating large athletic programs in the United States at the
time, the ILGWU proved to be the critical link between small leftist athletics and
larger working-class sports participation of the masses that would enable militants
to use sports to affect mass social change in the 1930s and 1940s, drawing on the
inspiration from the massive Vienna Workers Olympics to build a similar unioncentred sports program for its members. That effort to build an anti-racist, antifascist, working-class sports culture in the Labour Sports movement, which was
often present in left-wing and labour newspapers’ sports pages, would often blend
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with social justice sports causes and strengthen their appeal to a wider audience.105
When the 1937 Antwerp Workers’ Olympics arrived, participation and audiences were down by almost half—a sign of the blows that Worker Sport had incurred in the previous six years. Even amid the rapid decline of Worker Sport in
the late 1930s, Americans brought its vision across the ocean and merged it with a
grassroots sports culture in the United States. Given the existence of these mass
Workers’ Olympics and the regular participation of Americans, it is not surprising
that the idea of organizing anti-fascist and anti-racist working-class athletics took
hold in the United States in the mid-1930s. This alternative sports movement would
continue until the repression of Labour Sports as part of the Red Scare of the late
1940s and into the 1950s, a similar repression to Worker Sports of the 1930s.
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